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October 2021 

Bulldog Breed Council 

Gazette 

Issue 014 

BULLDOG BREED COUNCIL 

Promoting  healthy Bulldogs, carefully bred to the Kennel 
Club Breed Standard 

http://www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

 

 JOIN IN THE BULLDOG ‘FAMILY’  

COME TO THE SHOWS & EVENTS AND MEET LIKE-MINDED 

PEOPLE 

HAVE SOME FUN WITH YOUR BULLDOG 

All the details are in this Gazette 
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Contents: 

BULLDOG CLUBS NEWS 

SHOW RESULTS & EVENTS 

The Junior Bulldog Club 

BOAS 

A Judges Perspective: 

GAIT 

Seasonal Allergies 

Bulldog School              

(Teeth Mouth & Jaw) 

Bulldog Rescue Picnic 

Breed Watch 

Bulldog Breed Council 

Merle Colouring 

Are Bulldogs Smart? 

A Day in the Life of a          

Celebrity Bulldog 

Please join the Bulldog Breed Council  Education Station  

Facebook Group: 
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BULLDOG BREED CLUBS AND SHOWS  

Club Secretaries details are on the Bulldog Breed Council website: 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

Bath & Western Bulldog Club  

 

DETAILS OF 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

 

            

Birmingham & Midland Counties Bulldog Club 

 

Open Show: Sunday 5 December  2021 

Judge: Ms Kimberly Nealings   

Venue: Willenhall Chart WV13 2NS    

 

 

 

 

Blackpool & Fylde Bulldog Club  

 

 

Open Show: Sunday 10th October 2021 

Judge: Mr Phil Jones (Everbull) 

Venue: Venue: Whiston Town Hall Old Colliery Road Whiston L35 3QX 

Bulldog Day UK  

 

Venue: Newark Showground NG24 2NY  

Annual event for all Bulldog lovers with profits going to Bulldog Rescue 

and Rehoming Trust.  Fun classes, doggy shopping experience and    

advice.  But most of all  FUN with your Bulldog  

See you in 2022 

 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x228752005738385428&id=YN1029x228752005738385428&q=Willenhall+Chart&name=Willenhall+Chart&cp=52.58504104614258%7e-2.0573055744171143&ppois=52.58504104614258_-2.0573055744171143_Willenhall+Chart
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Bulldog Club of Scotland 

Championship Show  

23rd October 2021  

Judge TBA 

Venue:  SRUC Barony Campus College, Parkgate, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland, 

DG1 3NE  

Bulldog Club Incorporated 

 

Details of Bulldog Of the Year is on our website  

British Bulldog Club 

Championship Show Weekend:   

20th/21st November 2021 

The British Bulldog Club will be holding a huge weekend celebration of Bulldogs in 

November 2021 with TWO Championship shows  

Judges will be: Saturday: Mr Kevin Davis (Mystyle)  

                           Sunday:   Ms Elizabeth Hugo Milam 

On Saturday evening, (20th November)  there will be a Memorial Dinner, remember-

ing all our wonderful Bulldog friends we have recently lost.   

Venue: Royal Court Hotel, Tamworth Road, Coventry, CV7 8JG    

Membership subs are now due, £8.00 overseas, £6.00 joint, £5.00 single. Payment 

via Paypal: secretary@britishbulldogclub.com  or by cheque to Secretary.   

  

Bulldog Club of Wales 

 Open show Saturday 13th November 2021  

Judge: Mrs Gail Westmorland (Gailbulls) 

Venue: Caerwent Community Centre, Lawrence Crescent, Caerwent  NP26 5NS 
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London Bulldog Society 

Limit Show: Sunday 24th October 2021 

Judge Mr Richard Eaton (Ricatori) 

Venue:  Larkfield Village Hall, New Hythe Lane, Aylesford ME20 6PU 

Junior Bulldog Club 

 

Championship Show:  Saturday 16th October 2021.  

Judges:  Dogs: Mrs S Garside (Iceglint)   

                Bitches: Mrs A Van den Heuval (Beefeaterbulls) 

Venue:  Brackley Leisure Centre, Springfield Way Brackley NN13 6JJ  

East Midlands Bulldog Club 

Open Show: Sunday 3rd October 2021,  

Judge:  Mrs J Smith (Saintrosemil) 

Venue: War Memorial Hall, Dorothy Avenue, Glen Parva, Leicester 

LE2 9JD 

Subs are now due. £5.00 single £9.00 joint. Payment can be 

made by Paypal: paypal@juniorbulldogclub.co.uk 

Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club: 

 

 

Championship Show and Awards Evening : 

Saturday 30th October 2021  

Judges:  Dogs  Mr Paul Moody  Bitches:  Mrs Lorraine Watkins 

Venue: Holiday Inn Runcorn  WA7 3HA 

Hope you will all join us in what will be a fantastic event 

Membership for 2021 now due. £4.00 single £5.00 joint (same house-

hold) Fill in membership form on website and then Paypal  payment 

as ‘friends only’: mcbcawards1897@aol.com 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1064x196476108&id=YN1064x196476108&q=Larkfield+Village+Hall&name=Larkfield+Village+Hall&cp=51.3065071105957%7e0.44113901257514954&ppois=51.3065071105957_0.44113901257514954_Larkfield+Village+Hall
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1070x237883034&id=YN1070x237883034&q=Brackley+Leisure+Centre&name=Brackley+Leisure+Centre&cp=52.03792190551758%7e-1.1541340351104736&ppois=52.03792190551758_-1.1541340351104736_Brackley+Leisure+Centre
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Northumberland & Durham Bulldog Club  

 

 

 

Open Show: Sunday 14th November 2021 

Judge: Mrs Rachel McCormick (Mccorama) 

Venue: Bowburn Community Centre Durham Road, 

Durham DH6 5AT  

Northern Ireland Bulldog Club  

 

 

DETAILS OF 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

Northern  Bulldog Club  

 

DETAILS OF 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

 

Pennines Bulldog Club  

 

Championship Show:  Sunday 7th November 2021 

Judge:  Mr Frank Kane (Hirontower) 

Venue: The Speedwell Rooms, Inkersall Road, Staveley, Chesterfield 

S43 3JL  

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1022x250291985&id=YN1022x250291985&q=Bowburn+Community+Centre&name=Bowburn+Community+Centre&cp=54.73394775390625%7e-1.5245070457458496&ppois=54.73394775390625_-1.5245070457458496_Bowburn+Community+Centre
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1022x250291985&id=YN1022x250291985&q=Bowburn+Community+Centre&name=Bowburn+Community+Centre&cp=54.73394775390625%7e-1.5245070457458496&ppois=54.73394775390625_-1.5245070457458496_Bowburn+Community+Centre
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Yorkshire Bulldog Club  

 

Champ Show:  Sunday 14th November 2021 

Judge:  Mr W Goodwin (Britishpride) 

This show will now be held alongside Northumberland and Durham 

Bulldog Club Open Show, which is in Bowburn in Durham.  

A huge thank you to their Secretary Deb Lowthian for agreeing to 

host a double show with us and letting us share their venue.  

FREE CLUB MEMBERSHIP FOR 2022 

 

REDUCED ENTRY FEE FOR THIS SHOW - 

ONLY £10 PER DOG !! 

AND £8 FOR SUBSEQUENT ENTRIES FOR THE 

SAME DOG  

Venue:Bowburn Community Centre Durham Road, Durham DH6 5AT  

South of England Bulldog Society 

 

DETAILS OF 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

Plymouth Devon & Cornwall Bulldog Club 

 

Open Show: Sunday 1st May 2022 

Judge:  Mr David  Bell, (Pendlebriar) 

Venue: Kentisbeare Village Hall Kentisbeare. EX15 2AB  

 

 

Open Show: Sunday August 7 2022  

Judge: Ms Ewa Larsson, (Britisher) 

Venue Utility Day Paignton & District Fanciers Association Westpoint Arena Clyst St Mary, Exeter EX5 1DJ   

Membership subs are now due:  Please post to our Secretary, Mr C Little, 38 Lansdowne Drive, Sutton -on-Sea, 

Lincs LN12    

 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1022x250291985&id=YN1022x250291985&q=Bowburn+Community+Centre&name=Bowburn+Community+Centre&cp=54.73394775390625%7e-1.5245070457458496&ppois=54.73394775390625_-1.5245070457458496_Bowburn+Community+Centre
https://www.bing.com/maps?&ty=18&q=Westpoint%20Exeter&satid=id.sid%3A3db91631-0baa-4718-0514-fcfac9451720&ppois=50.71299743652344_-3.4406299591064453_Westpoint%20Exeter_~&cp=50.712997~-3.44063&v=2&sV=1
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South of England Bulldog Society Open Show 

29th August 2021 

Judge: Mrs Sue Sibbick (Treasurable) 

 

BEST BITCH & BEST IN SHOW 

BELSTOCK MATERIAL GIRL 

Owned by Messrs BG & SB & Mrs BM Flatt 

BEST OPPOSITE SEX AND BEST DOG 

ERIMUSBULLS COOPER AT LINMIST  

Owned by Mrs L Stutter 

BEST PUPPY IN SHOW 

RYJARLOW LIMITED EDITION 

Owned by Mrs S & J  Dearlove 

BEST VETERAN IN SHOW 

LINFORDPRIDE JUNO ECLIPSE ShCM 

Owned by Miss A Collins & Mr T Gilling-

water  

RESERVE BEST IN SHOW 

Lymans Party Like Patsy 

at Linmist  

Owned by  Mrs L A & Mr B 

Stutter  

From the Judge: 

I would like to thank the South of England Bulldog Society for inviting me to judge their Open Show. I was 

made to feel very welcome by all. Thank you to my wonderful steward who looked after me on the day. 
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THE JUNIOR BULLDOG CLUB 

1912—2020 

The Junior bulldog Club was founded one hundred and eight years ago on the 12th July 1912 by 
Mr Dando, who at that time was the secretary of the Bulldog Inc. 

Membership costs associated with the Bulldog Inc was not affordable to all, which was one  
guinea (£1.05), so the Junior was established to offer the same benefits, but at a fraction of the 
price, five shillings (25p). 

The original headquarters was a Public House called the Bay Moulton in Marylebone, London 
but suffered bombing during the war. 

The Junior held its first show on 13th April 1913, and held its first Championship show in 1947. 

The next Championship show did not happen until 1988 some forty one years later, despite the 
best efforts of Harry Fileman the then President.  

For twenty eight years the Junior held joint shows with its Mother Club, the Bulldog Club Inc. In 
1994 the Junior achieved its Prime Breed Club status, when it was allocated Challenge            
Certificates annually by the Kennel Club. 

The Junior grew in independence and in 1999 broke from the mother club after eighty eight 
years of association. Then Secretary Ginnette Elliott made a statement regarding the split. 

“We will survive and flourish with the wholehearted support of our loyal Members and hard work-

ing committee” 
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THE JUNIOR BULLDOG CLUB 

1912—2020 

The club did continue to thrive due to the hard working committee members which, over the 
years, included many English world famous breeders, to name but a few, Cynthia Jay, Ada Pitts, 
Terrie Brunton, Norman and Pat Davis, Brian Taylor, Pat Dellar, Chris Thomas, Malcolm     
Presland, Melanie Vincent and Rob Harris. These people, along with long-standing Committee 
member, then President and now our Patron Glynn Payne have all guided the Club to its     
prestige status today. Glynn along with his partner Karina LaMare hosted many committee 
meetings at Wey Farm, that nearly always turned in to a parties. 

One lady who we must mention is Cynthia Jay who for many years stood as the club’s Vice 
President, until she took over as the club’s Patron in 1999 and continued to serve the club as 
Patron for nineteen years, until she sadly passed away in 2018. 

In 2010 the reins of secretary were passed over to Sara Lamont, who had the honour of putting 
together the clubs One Hundred Year Centenary celebrations. 

They started on the 1st April 2012 with the Open show, centre stage was Miss Leticia Harris 

(Mytaste). Her Best In Show was Linmist Xfactor, Reserve Best In Show was Testwood Tom, 

Best Puppy was Rhobulls Reemer and the Best Veteran was Orphious Mona Lisa at                

Albertwood. 

Later that year a BIG weekend had been planned.  

The Championship show which was to be held at the Thistle Hotel at Heathrow, London, then 
followed by an evening Dinner and Dance.  

Specials included a centenary coin which was given to the winners of each class in gold and up 
to VHC in silver, as well and champagne and cake to name but a few. The Centenary show 
catalogue was spectacular with pictures of all dogs entered as well as their three generation 
pedigree (one for the collectors).  

The Judges for this special show was Helene Denis (Quarrylane Cottage) (France) judged the 
dogs, Glynn Payne (Fearnought) judged the bitches and the referee was to be Judged by     
Judith Daws (Outdoors).  
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THE JUNIOR BULLDOG CLUB 

1912—2020 

     The beautiful Club Specials            Glynn Payne with Cynthia Jay        Glynn Payne with the stewards                   
               David and Joy Brighton 

     Best Veteran in Show 

Quintic Bridget 

Best In Show 

Ocobo Gob Stoppa     

Best Puppy In Show  

Britishpride Royal Command 

Following on from the days show, the  
Junior put on a Centennial Champion  
Contest which was judged by Maureen 
Mortham.  

The winner was CH Sealaville He’s Ashley 
and runner up was Ch Hillplace Iron Lady. 

The Club also restarted to present the Top 
of the World Trophy which was originally 
given in memory of CH Walvra Red      
Resign from 1977 to 1998. 

2011/2012 winner Yours Truly from 
Linmist JW 
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THE JUNIOR BULLDOG CLUB 

1912—2020 

Moving forward from 2012 Sara Lamont continued to hold the helm till Ann Waters 
took over in 2017.  

In 2018 when Cynthia passed away and Glynn Payne took over as Patron and long term committee 
member Mark Day went on to become the President of the Junior. 

The Junior continues to put on prestige shows, as well as working with the Bulldog Breed Council as Ann 
Waters is on the Health committee.  

The Club has hosted a number of health testing days at their shows as well putting on educational teach-
ing days for up and coming judges. 

Onto the present day, at the AGM 2020, Lieza Handley took over as secretary.  Lieza has had many 
years experience of club duties so is looking forward to a new challenge with the Junior. 

 

For more information on our Club Please visit our website http://www.juniorbulldogclub.co.uk/ 

Visit our Facebook page for all our UpToDate news: The Junior Bulldog Club 

 

           Lieza Handley 

           Hon Secretary 

           Junior Bulldog Club 2020 

http://www.juniorbulldogclub.co.uk/
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Caravan of Love 
 
Junior Bulldog club would like to thank Gemma Howard of Loveabull for her generous donation of a long weekend 
stay at her beautiful Caravan Park.  
Also a big thank you to Janice May for arranging this for us.  
To get this wonderful prize all you have to do is come up with a winning bid 
A long weekend for you and your family at a dog friendly park.  
How much would you pay for this lovely prize.? 
Private bids accepted up to midnight 15th October prior to our championship show.  
Just message one of our committee who will keep you up to date on how your bid is doing.  
Winner of this bid will be announced after Auction at lunch at our Championship Show on Saturday October 16th.  
Committee Members : 
 
Lieza Handley, Janice May, Connie Rose Hazeltine, Ann Waters Cholto, Rob Waters,  Steve Flatt, Debbie Holmes, 
Jade Foster, Ashley Walker, Angie Sherwood Walker,  Emily Tearle, Gary Hale, Paul Reynolds, Martine Carlisle, 
Natasha Burgess, Mark Day, Kelly Brooks, Gemma Howard. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/1718248602/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-Wt
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/1093558311/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-Wt
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/623844372/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-WtT
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/588456842/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-WtT
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/100011185305378/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/100010690501973/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/1051927864/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-Wt
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/691807099/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-WtT
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/1168857382/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-Wt
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/100005556938185/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/1804436364/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-Wt
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/100009159515222/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/100005467263108/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/1024330046/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-Wt
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/100009385898310/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/100055248532704/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/592953669/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-WtT
https://www.facebook.com/groups/87705480734/user/1320220995/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWz9N7jPwbOvaYZAk1c2PrQJCTFSIPtNv-wJ7MqUQZNZsVbRrVZpSwy-mNyA05E9Hb7dl8WGoANDgCOkwD5E3a7AbzvJT921CHuMOIAJ614Ntzc4RBsb8lTNsakDTMEc9Fj81vMziYL5xCXPmb4EiuZAWIISr9ZmsEPN2F2AbGwd0wY1D4W-Wt
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ALL ABOUT BOAS...  

Has your dog got BOAS ???? 

 

Before undertaking any surgery please seek out your closest vet trained to access and grade 

your dog’s breathing function at a cost of approx. £50.  Names on the Bulldog Breed Council list. 

Do not rush into this surgery if the dog has not finished growing, managing it until the growth has 

stopped is advisable. 

This doesn't mean that some dogs quality of life won't be really improved by this, the difference 

in a very affected dog is life-changing for them. 

We strongly advise a proper grade is done by a 'trained' vet on the list for RFGS, everyone’s   

local vet is not able to grade. 

Grade 0 and 1 need no treatment  

Grade 2 has some evidence of mild BOAS and should be reduced in weight if they are over-

weight and retested in approx. 12 months  

Grade 3 can probably be helped by the surgery and should not be part of a breeding program . 

However we cannot stress how important it is that this is not a small routine operation. Even 

done properly, it still carries risk; put it this way if I need my appendix out I won't be going to my 

GP to get it done I would be seeing a consultant Surgeon. 

This is my opinion based on the training and research the Bulldog Breed Council have been    

involved in establishing this test by working closely with University of Cambridge. Any questions 

can be answered by myself: Vicky Collins-Nattrass Breed Health Co Ordinator or Lieza Handley 

who will point you towards the best help. (Go to the Bulldog Breed Council website: 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk for the contact details of these people) 

Any breed being affected by the increase of vets doing this procedure can repost / share this 

without any extra permission . 

In no way am I discouraging you to not get this test done  but I am making sure you understand 

what the operation entails, and referring you to the experts. 
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ALL ABOUT BOAS...  

What is the scheme? 

 

The Kennel Club and University of Cambridge's Respiratory Function Grading Scheme assesses 

Bulldogs, French Bulldogs and Pugs for a breathing problem known as BOAS (brachycephalic 

obstructive airway syndrome). 

The scheme advises owners if their dog is affected by BOAS and gives guidance to breeders on 

how to lower the risk of producing affected puppies. 

 

Respiratory Function Grading Scheme 

A selection of regionally approved assessors (vets trained especially in BOAS) have been        

appointed to carry out respiratory function grading on dogs of these breeds. 

What is BOAS? 

Dogs with a flat, wide-shaped head are said to be brachycephalic (‘brachy’ meaning short, and 

‘cephalic’, meaning head). The soft tissue in the nose and throat of some brachycephalic dogs 

may be excessive for the airways, partially obstructing the airway and making it difficult for them 

to breathe, normally (causing heavy panting or noisy breathing). This condition is known as    

BOAS and is a progressive disorder that can impair a dog’s ability to exercise, play, eat and 

sleep. 

What happens during the assessment? 

Your dog will be assessed by a specially trained vet who will initially use a stethoscope to listen 

to your dog’s breathing while they are calm and relaxed. Your dog will then be encouraged to 

move around an exercise area at a quick pace for three minutes, either by the vet or yourself. 

The vet will then listen to your dog’s breathing again and will use a list of criteria to give a grade. 

How can I book an assessment? 

You can look at The KC website list of Assessors 
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What does each grade mean? 

 

Grade 0:  

Your dog is clinically unaffected and is currently free of respiratory signs of BOAS. If your 

dog is under 2 years old we suggest they have an annual health check with their own vet, 

as BOAS can develop later in life 

Grade 1:  

Your dog is clinically unaffected but does have mild respiratory signs linked to BOAS. 

These signs do not affect their exercise performance. If your dog is under 2 years old we 

suggest they have an annual health check with their own vet, as BOAS can develop later 

in life 

Grade 2:  

Your dog is clinically affected and has moderate respiratory signs of BOAS that should be 

monitored and may require veterinary treatment advice on losing weight etc 

Grade 3:  

Your dog is clinically affected and has severe respiratory signs of BOAS and should be 

seen by your own vet for a thorough veterinary examination with treatment. We recom-

mend that you do not breed from your dog 

How often do I need to have my dog assessed? 

As BOAS is a complex syndrome, the ways in which it can affect a dog may change over 

an individual’s lifetime. Therefore it is recommended that dogs are assessed from the age 

of 12 months and that this is repeated every two years for their lifetime, or until you stop 

using them for breeding. 

Breeding advice 

The way that BOAS is inherited is not fully understood and is not always entirely predicta-

ble. Using the guidelines can help you reduce the chances of breeding puppies affected by 

BOAS. However, even if used responsibly, this guidance cannot guarantee that a puppy 

from two unaffected parents will be free from BOAS. 

ALL ABOUT BOAS...  
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ALL ABOUT BOAS...  

Respiratory Function Grading Scheme grades 

DOG 1 SIRE OR DAM 

RFG 

GRADE 

FOR EACH 

DOG 

GRADE  0 GRADE 1 GRADE 2 GRADE 3 

GRADE 0     

GRADE 1     

GRADE 2     

GRADE 3     

D
O

G
 2

 S
IR

E
 O

R
 D

A
M

 

Green:   The lowest risk of breeding dogs affected by BOAS 

 

Amber:  A higher risk of producing puppies that may grow up to be affected by 

  BOAS 

Red:      A mating which has a high risk of producing puppies that may grow up  

  to be affected by BOAS. These mating’s are not recommended.  

  Producing puppies affected by BOAS has a serious impact on their  

  health and welfare. A mating which may produce affected puppies  

  should never knowingly be carried out 

 

Article by Vicky Collins-Nattrass (Bulldog Breed Council Health Co-Ordinator  
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FROM A JUDGE’S PERSPECTIVE                             

THE BULLDOG GAIT  

With new technology the bulldog’s gait has never in history been scrutinised as much as it is 
today and to the extent that a dog of really good type can be chucked out by some judges 
purely on what they feel is incorrect movement.  
 
This for me is a bad and detrimental way of judging and seen a lot in new judges who haven’t 
the experience or knowledge to appreciate how hard it is find breed type.  
 
Ok there is absolutely no excuse for lameness but any 
slight deviation from the correct gait should be treated 
as any other fault and judged by it’s severity.  
 
Front movement especially seems to have become the 
point to pick on probably because it’s the easiest to 
see and as we know a novice loves to find faults!  
 
Rear movement is a bit more technical so novice ring-
side judges seem to not comment as much where in 
fact there is a lot more to be wrong.  
 
The current KC breed standard description on a bulldog’s movement is extremely vague and 
consists of only four relative points and in my opinion is in need of a revamp making it more 
detailed and explanatory.  
 
I often hear people saying about a bulldog walking it’s width and penalising a dog that 
doesn’t.  
 
Although it doesn’t say anything in the standard about this it seems to be a lot of people’s 
opinion that the front legs should swing pendulum like, dead straight and not coming in at all 
where in reality this movement gives no room for the slight dip on the shoulder as the front 
foot lands which is vital to help produce the typical bulldog roll.  
 
While I agree the front legs shouldn’t come in too closely and certainly not cross and there 
should be plenty of daylight between the paths of the front feet, we shouldn’t penalise a dog 
too hard if it comes in slightly more than it should. The same applies to the rear movement if 
it moves a little incorrectly, especially if it’s a good dog as Type and Soundness are most   
important.  
 
Like all points of the dog there must be a small tolerance.  
 
So, from a judge’s perspective what do we need to look for?  
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FROM A JUDGE’S PERSPECTIVE                             

THE BULLDOG GAIT  

With thanks to Mr Kevin Davis  

In the show ring a bulldog trots which is the most efficient movement. However, because of 

its hind legs being longer, it has a rather unconventional two beat gait, which basically means 

when trotting, although its two diagonal feet are on the ground at the same time as the other 

two are in the air, the rear feet have a rather unique and different action to the front.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A bulldog should appear to trot with short quick steps on the tip of its toes with the front feet 

landing just inside the width of the shoulders.  

It says in the standard that it runs with one or other shoulder rather advanced which is true, 

however this must not be mistaken for its action when trotting and any crabbing action should 

be classed as a fault.  

 

The body weight is transferred in motion from side to side creating the distinctive bulldog roll 

which is made evident from the front as the brisket moves slightly from side to side and from 

the rear as the tail does the same   

Viewed from the side on the move the dog should hold its head at a height so that the line of 

layback is about 45 degrees and should maintain a correct top line; it’s foreleg extension 

should be about 45 degrees maximum from the ground.  

A bulldog that exhibits all of these traits is really a beautiful sight to watch but Remember 

Soundness (Of) movement is of upmost importance and Note that it says the word OF and 

not AND as this is significant to what I have said above . 

 

 

The hind legs being longer than the fore legs 

gives a completely different motion.  

The hocks not lifting high and giving the       

appearance of the feet skimming the ground 

moving in a side winding or semi circular     

motion from inside to out just crossing the  

centre line on their inner path and virtually 

landing in the tracks of the fore feet on their 

outer.  
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SHOW REPORT NORTHUMBERLAND &  DURHAM  CHAMPIONSHIP 

SHOW 

 18TH SEPTEMBER 

The Northumberland & Durham Bulldog Club held its first show on Sunday 19th September 2021 in 

partnership with Darlington Dog Show Society.  

The sun was shining albeit rain was forecast (nothing unusual up North) this was the clubs first show 

since November 2019 and so good to be back up and running.  

An enjoyable day was had by all exhibitors & spectators and those present,  with positive comments 

and feedback which is always greatly appreciated,  

I think all enjoyed the free refreshments available throughout the day.  

The show ran smoothly and it was great to see a busy ringside presence throughout the show.          

Obviously this could not happen without a great team of committee members and volunteers to support 

me.  

Special thanks go to Kim Nealings for her support as Show Manager who has worked hard during the 

run-up to the show & Victoria Paul who as always managed to provide online results at a rapid speed 

also updating the clubs Facebook page.  

With 91 dogs giving an entry of 93 and only 24 absent on the day our judge Stu Lowthian (Tyneamite) 

informs me he had a great day and would like to thank all present and those who exhibited under him. 

His thanks also go to his 2 ring stewards Gail Westmorland & David Nealings for their hard work. 

Bitch CC & Best In Show    

Ch Newrock Dakota        

owed by Mr & Mrs P New  

DCC, RBIS & BOS          

Ch Ellsberry Heart & 

Soul At Maghullpaws 

owned by Miss V Ellison  

RBCC           

Milasha Fifi 

owned by  Mr 

& Mrs S Lee 

 

BPIS                                   

Shipshape Yuletide Moon 

owned by Mrs L Watkins.  

 We look forward to seeing everyone at our Open 

Show due to take place on                                 

Sunday 14th November 2021 alongside          

Yorkshire Bulldog Club’s Championship Show  

See pages 5 and 6 for details 

 

RDCC                                   

The Crown of the Bulldog 

Carte D’or owned by J Cara 

and handled by                  

Mrs E Simpson  
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 WE ARE APPEALING FOR FUNDS 

A donation of any size at this particular time would help 

hugely.   

Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming:   To donate £5 text 

BDRR01 to 70970 .  Or donate directly from their website 

www.bulldogrescue.org.uk  

Edward Foundation. Donate directly from their web-

site: www.theedwardfoundation.co.uk 

THANK YOU 

BULLDOG RESCUE & REHOMING 

AND THE EDWARD FOUNDATION 
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SEASONAL AND ENVIROMENTAL ALLERGIES 

(NOT Seasonal Alopecia or Hot Spots) 

Seasonal allergies generally occur at certain times of the year. Some of the common causes of   

seasonal allergies include dust, dust mites, pollen, grass, plants flea/insect bites and environmental 

allergies. 

 

Regardless of where your dog lives, it is still possible for them to develop year-round allergies. The 

more your dog is exposed to the allergens they are sensitive to, the more intense and long-lasting 

their allergic response becomes. This cannot be helped if it is to do with the climate and weather. 

 

Dry itchy patches of skin can appear on your dog’s back, face, legs and feet. 

 

Fatty acids: Omega-3 like fresh/tinned fish or fish oil can help as can coconut oil which can          

reinforce the skin’s barrier.  Antihistamines: PIRITON syrup (5ml) can also help. 

 

If however the dog has scratched the area and it becomes infected then Antibiotics will be needed. 

In severe cases with a very bad reaction Steroids can be used. Most of the time it will heal itself 

once the weather changes or pollen season is over—however central heating/heating can also be a 

main cause. 

 

Food is another problem: feed a grain free or hypoallergenic kibble (containing no more than 

22/24% protein) avoid chicken (feathers) and beef. Fish-based food is very good and add healthy 

toppers. 

THIS IS QUITE COMMON AND IN MOST CASES DOESNT BOTHER THE DOG, IN FACT IT BOTHERS THE 

OWNERS MORE. IT CAN AND DOES OFTEN HEAL ITSELF IN TIME.  

PILLS, LOTIONS, POTIONS ETC CAN BE A QUICK FIX BUT THEY CAN ALSO MAKE THINGS WORSE.  

IF IT IS NOT RELATED TO FOOD,  ENVIROMENTAL ALLERGIES WILL CONTINUE UNTIL THE ALLERGEN 

HAS PASSED. 
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Mouth: 
 
‘Jaws broad and square with six small front teeth between canines in an even row. Canines wide 
apart. 
Teeth large and strong, not seen when mouth closed. When viewed from front under jaw directly 
under upper jaw and parallel.’  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Due to the unique structure of their jaw, great care must be taken when choosing toys, chews and 
bones. 
 
TEETHING PUPPIES AND SAFE CHEWS AND BONES FOR OLDER BULLDOGS ......  
 
When puppies are teething their little gums are in agony and they bite and chew to relive the pain. 
Try not to tell them off or frighten them with noisy distractions etc., instead buy some cheap face 
clothes, wet, fold in half and roll into sausage shape and freeze (do several).  
 
When puppy chews, their teeth go into the cloth and the ice cools their sore gums. When defrosted, 
rinse, fold, roll, refreeze and give the pup another... please don't give puppies things that are too 
hard to chew on while teething, it can cause damage to teeth & jaw, use puppy kongs & puppy    
nylabones. Frozen carrots are great. 
 
 

BULLDOG SCHOOL   
 

Teeth, Mouth and Jaw  
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While talking about chew bones, stag bars chews and antlers etc., they are not always the saf-
est for a bulldog because of the unique structure of their jaw. The same goes for horns and 
hoofs.  There have been far too many injuries when dogs are given these, ranging from broken 
teeth, and tongues, necks and cheeks being pierced. One dog we know of suffered a near loss 
of an eye due to abscess forming behind the eye from a antler being sharp and piercing the 
upper mouth. Some even split in half resulting in a dagger/knife like object.  
 
Be sure to check these on a regular basis and please never leave your dog unattended with 
chew toys. 
  
Always check your bulldog’s mouth and teeth. Hair can get caught in the gums and cause an 
awful smelly breath. 
 
An epulis is the most common benign tumor of the mouth in dogs. It is usually located in the 
gum   tissue near the incisors or canine teeth. It originates in the connective tissue that holds 
the teeth to the bone of the jaw.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Always check for broken teeth. 
Signs can be: 
Excessive salivation 
Bad breath (halitosis) 
Trouble eating 
Blood from the mouth 
Weight loss 
Enlargement of the lymph nodes in the neck 
 
 

BULLDOG SCHOOL   
 

Teeth, Mouth and Jaw  

With very many thanks to Bulldog Rescue for this article 
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Having missed our 2020 event due to the pandemic, we were a bit apprehensive about 

the 2021 Picnic.  

There were “rules” and that meant that we had to change a few things like making sure 

it was all outside and for the first time ever - Ticket Only!  

The week before the event was so stressful, so many “What Ifs” running round my 

head but in the end it went totally fine.  

I was worried about putting the event on this year but people kept saying to me “Build 

It and They Will Come” – and they did!!!!  

If you supported us this year I can’t tell you how much we appreciate that, we 

raised a record amount and for the first time went over 10K in fund raising.  

The Picnic began in 1998 in my back garden.  

It was an event for Fred and Olive who ran the Rescue at the time.  

By the time we took over the Rescue in 2001 it had become a popular event so we 

continued until we outgrew our garden and moved the event to the village green in   

Lavant.  

This was only the 3rd event we had done at Lodsworth. It’s a country village with 3  

narrow lanes in and out but it’s such a perfect venue for this fund raiser we hope to 

continue using this one for many years to come.  

We had to keep the details of who attended so we could report an outbreak of Covid 

should it happen, thankfully we have had no reports of anyone going down with Covid 

after this years Picnic so that’s definitely a weight off my mind.  

 

BULLDOG RESCUE & REHOMING 

The 2021 Bulldog Picnic  
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Here’s to the 2022 event – Thank you to everyone that supports this event, we are so glad 

you enjoyed yourselves again.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This money certainly comes at the right time, we always anticipate an influx of dogs when 

the school term begins, and this year didn’t disappoint – in the 2 week period each side of 

this years Picnic we had 21 requests to have dogs rehomed!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So many of them now Unrecognised Colours and so many of them mistreated, neglected or 

over-bred. It’s an honour to watch these dogs flourish and go on to live happy lives but we 

couldn’t do this without the support of the public.  

In the 20 years I’ve run this Rescue it’s never been so busy so it’s with a massive thank you 

that I promise you that our love for this breed will continue for as long as I have breath in my 

body!  

BULLDOG RESCUE & REHOMING 

The 2021 Bulldog Picnic  

To make a donation to Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming, please go to their website: 

www.bulldogrescue.org.uk. 

If you make on-line purchases through Amazon, why not switch to Amazon Smile and 

make Bulldog Rescue your nominated charity. They will (at no cost to you) donate 0.01% 

of the value of your purchases to Bulldog Rescue 

Our thanks to Tania Holmes for this article and 

Anna Strowger for the photographs 
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The event was fairly well attended and the weather was very kind to us. Lots of bulldogs and a 

good amount of other breeds came along.  

Bulldog Rescue and Rehoming had a stand and there was also a cake stall along with other 

invited Rescues and various stall holders. Also Have-a-Go Agility.  

C.Bradbury Moments attended to take photos of the class Winners.  

Clare Bannister was the judge for the Fun Dog Show.  

A total of £325 was raised for Bulldog Rescue and Rehoming.  

Yvonne Pannifer 

Wonderbull Autumn Pawfest 

HELD ON SUNDAY, 12 SEPTEMBER 2021  
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BREED WATCH 

In order for a Best of Breed Bulldog at a General Championship Show to compete in the 

Group, and also for a Bulldog who has gained 3 Challenge Certificates to be awarded Cham-

pion status, it has to be checked and passed by a vet at a General Championship show. 

There have been a number of comments recently as to why the winning Bulldogs are some-

times not in the Group and I thought it would be helpful if you knew exactly what the criteria is.   

Below is the instruction from the Kennel Club to vets: 

Veterinary health checks 

In January 2011, The Kennel Club announced that all dogs of the then 15 high profile breeds were 

required to pass a health check by the show veterinary surgeon before they went on to win Best of 

Breed at Crufts (2012) and any further general and group championship shows. This was to ensure 

that their Best of Breed awards could be confirmed and that they were of good enough health to con-

tinue to compete in the group. 

Introduction to veterinary health checks 

Guidance to veterinary surgeons 

Guidance to show societies 

Champion title checks 

Guidance to exhibitors 

 

Definition of a category three breed 

A breed from time to time designated by The Kennel Club Board as requiring particular monitoring by 

reason of visible condition(s) which may cause health or welfare concerns. The list of designated cat-

egory three breeds is kept under regular review as part of Breed Watch health monitoring. 

 

Find out more about Breed Watch.  

 

Why have veterinary checks? 

The decision to implement health checks was taken by The Kennel Club Board on the advice of The 

Kennel Club’s Dog Health Group, in order to ensure breeds entering the group competition are out-

wardly free from signs of discomfort, including lameness and/or ataxia. Dogs must show no signs of 

timidity, aggression or anxiety which cause distress. 

 

This move, along with other health measures that have been put in place, will help The Kennel Club 

to ensure that the show ring continues to be a positive influence for change in the world of dogs. 

 

The objective of this process is to ensure that improvement in canine health is rewarded in the show 

ring and to protect the reputation of the sport of dog showing. 

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/events-and-activities/dog-showing/judging-dog-shows/breed-watch/veterinary-health-checks/#introVetHealthChecks
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/events-and-activities/dog-showing/judging-dog-shows/breed-watch/veterinary-health-checks/#GuidancetoVetsVetHealthChecks
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/events-and-activities/dog-showing/judging-dog-shows/breed-watch/veterinary-health-checks/#GuidancetoShowSocietiesVetsVetHealthChecks
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/events-and-activities/dog-showing/judging-dog-shows/breed-watch/veterinary-health-checks/#ChampionTitleChecksVetHealthChecks
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/events-and-activities/dog-showing/judging-dog-shows/breed-watch/veterinary-health-checks/#GuidancetoExhibitorsVetHealthChecks
https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/events-and-activities/dog-showing/judging-dog-shows/breed-watch/
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BREED WATCH 

The health check will be a veterinary visual observation and opinion on the findings at the time of examina-

tion, for the purpose of establishing whether the dog’s health and welfare is compromised, rendering it    

ineligible to compete in the group competition on the day. It is not intended in any way for the veterinary 

surgeon to act as a show judge of conformation and breed specific characteristics. 

 

The veterinary surgeon is not expected to make a diagnosis, but on occasion this may be an inevitable 

consequence of the health check. 

 

When is a veterinary health check required? 

All Best of Breed winners of category three breeds must pass a veterinary health check before entering the 

group competition. Further, all category three breeds must pass a veterinary health check before a      

champion title can be confirmed by The Kennel Club. 

 

Guidance to veterinary surgeons 

This section is to provide information and advice to vets that are undertaking veterinary health checks. 

 

Veterinary examination 

Veterinary surgeons are asked to remember that this may be a stressful time for exhibitors and to be      

sensitive and sympathetic in their manner. 

 

A championship show veterinary surgeon is not expected to evaluate the dogs for conformational charac-

teristics which are of an aesthetic nature only; therefore extreme conformation unassociated with any     

clinical signs capable of affecting health or welfare do not prevent a dog from entering the group competi-

tion. 

 

For example, a dog should not fail the examination because it has a short muzzle unless there is associat-

ed difficulty with respiration, nor should a dog fail the examination because it has a roached back unless 

there is associated lameness or ataxia. If desired, the veterinary surgeon may comment on features of this 

nature, which are not considered grounds for disqualification, in the ‘additional comments’ section of the   

paperwork. 

 

It is quite possible that a particular dog might pass the veterinary check on one occasion and fail on        

another, as the clinical signs may change. 

 

The veterinary surgeon is not expected to use any diagnostic aids; this is an external, visual examination 

only. It is the responsibility of the show organisers to arrange satisfactory ambient lighting, so that there is 

no need for supplementary lighting to be used when carrying out the examination. 
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BREED WATCH 

Veterinary surgeons are asked to look for the following clinical signs in four main areas: Externally visible 

disease of the eye or eyelids, ocular pain or visual impairment 

Lameness 

Dermatological disorders, such as inflammation or evidence of previous infection 

Respiratory effort or noise if associated with distress (at rest or with light exercise) 

The above categories are common areas associated with perceived exaggeration in certain breeds. The 

examination is an objective assessment to check for visible signs of pain or discomfort resulting from     

exaggerated conformation. The examination may consider evidence of past serious conditions leading to 

scarring or signs of chronic inflammation (e.g. corneal pigmentation or damage, or skin scarring or       

baldness) where this is related to conformational exaggeration. 

Comments and pass or fail 

The veterinary surgeon is provided with a section on the form to note any findings they consider the own-

er should be aware of in relation to the health of the dog. Further, if the veterinary surgeon decides to fail 

the dog, then a written explanation should be provided in the comments section.  

Ocular disease (read in conjunction with terminology) 

The veterinary surgeon is expected to take note of any readily apparent eye and eyelid problems.          

Examples would include evidence of previous eyelid surgery, lashes or hairs in contact with the cornea 

producing irritation, ocular discharge, significant tear staining, excessive blinking, redness and confor-

mation-related corneal damage. Observations of this nature will be helpful in establishing if any ocular 

problem is causing the dog pain or discomfort. In particular, the veterinary surgeon is asked to look for any 

ocular discharge, increased tear production, tear staining, redness, discomfort or pain associated with 

the conditions summarised below: 

Eyelids 

Evidence of previous eyelid surgery related to conformational defects 

Upper and/or lower eyelid entropion 

Upper and/or lower eyelid ectropion 

Combination of both entropion and ectropion 

Abnormal third eyelid position, absence, prolapsed third eyelid gland 

Eyelashes and skin hairs 

Trichiasis, distichiasis, ectopic cilia, nasal fold hairs, other skin hairs 

Tears and blinking 

Excessive blinking, increased tear production, tear staining, ocular discharge associated with ocular    

discomfort 

Inadequate blinking associated with a prominent eye 
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BREED WATCH 

Globe 

Any indications of corneal damage (including ulceration, scarring or pigmentation) due to conforma-

tional exaggerations, such as eyelid abnormalities, or because the eye is too prominent 

Redness of the white of the eye associated with conformational exaggerations or inflammatory or other 

eye disease 

Damage to the cornea associated with conformational exaggeration 

Movement 

Soundness is assessed by evaluating the presence or absence of lameness. It is not necessary for the 

veterinary surgeon to make a full examination of the joints as no diagnosis is required. 

 

Irregular gait or uneven action 

Any signs of ataxia (lack of co-ordination of muscle movements), for example, difficulty in controlling 

the co-ordination of the hind legs when moving. If necessary, the veterinary surgeon may ask the owner 

to move the dog appropriately, or may assess its response when its feet are manipulated, in order to 

establish whether a dog is showing ataxia 

It is asked that veterinary surgeon records observations and comments on movement 

Any lameness will lead to failure to pass the examination. 

 

Dermatological signs 

Skin folds including tail folds are assessed by looking for associated inflammation or infection of the skin 

in the depth of the folds or scarring from previous infection. 

 

Inflammation, scarring or hairlessness associated with skin folds or facial wrinkles. Slight reddening or 

hair thinning of the skin within the crevice of a skin fold is acceptable. The veterinary surgeon is asked 

to look for evidence of a current clinical problem, such as a moist discharge, moderate to severe red-

dening of the skin, ulceration or signs of pyoderma (skin infection) within the skin folds, or evidence of 

previous clinical problems within the folds, such as scarring, thickening of the skin or significant hair loss 

or discoloration of the hair coat. Eyelid tacking or other cosmetic surgery: evidence of previous cosmetic 

surgery will lead to failure to pass the examination 

Inflammation or infection associated with long, heavy ears. Slight reddening of the pinna (ear flap) or ear 

canal is acceptable, as is the presence of a slight waxy discharge; however, any visible purulent dis-

charge (pus), crusting, swelling or thickening of the tissues of the ear canal, or severe reddening of 

these tissues, will lead to failure to pass the examination 
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BREED WATCH 

Respiratory distress 

 

Breathing is assessed by observing respiratory rate, ease of respiration, tolerance to moderate 

exercise and the presence of noisy breathing. A slight noise associated with respiration may be 

noted by the veterinary surgeon, but should not be grounds for failure of the examination unless 

associated with signs of respiratory difficulty or heat stress during the veterinary check. 

 

Difficulty breathing 

Lack of exercise tolerance. The veterinary surgeon should evaluate the dog’s ability to tolerate 

movement at a steady trot over a reasonable distance, comparable to the level of exercise ex-

pected in the breed ring. The intention is not to exercise the dog until it is tired, but to check that 

its ability to tolerate exercise is sufficient to ensure its welfare under normal conditions 

Colour of mucous membranes (especially ‘redness’ of the tongue and membranes in the mouth) 

Excessive respiratory noise, especially if associated with distress 

Temperament 

Dogs should show no signs of anxiety, timidity or aggression.  

Affected breeds 

Each breed has specific conditions of concern and these can, as before, be grouped largely into 

conditions causing: 

 

Externally visible disease of the eye or eyelids, ocular discomfort or pain. Conformational abnor-

malities associated with clinical signs will result in failure to pass the examination 

Lameness 

Dermatological disorders, such as inflammation or evidence of previous infection 

Respiratory effort or noise, if associated with distress (at rest or with light exercise) 

So that is the check list which vets have to adhere to following a Bulldog gaining its Best of Breed 

at a General Championship Show.  

The Bulldog specific instructions include entropian, ectropion, scarring or ulceration of cornea 

caused by skin folds, distichiasis, ectopic cilia  (eyelash problems)  poor eyelid anatomy or promi-

nent eye. 

Respiratory difficulty. Dermatitis associated with facial skin folds or root of tail caused by screw tail. 

Lameness 
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THE BULLDOG BREED COUNCIL 

What is it and What does it do? 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

The Bulldog Breed Council started in the 1970s, as there were a large number of regional Bulldog clubs 

plus the national clubs. However, it folded after a short while, but in 1993, the Kennel Club asked all its 

registered Bulldog Clubs to form a Bulldog Breed Council to ease communication between the Kennel 

Club and those representing the Bulldog breed. 

Today, the Breed Council consists of 16 member clubs. Each member club sends two representatives 

from their committee to the Breed Council meetings, and each club has just one vote. 

The meetings are held at least three times per year, and discuss new innovations, Kennel Club directives 

and suggestions and threats to the breed.  They NEVER discuss personal disputes. 

The structure is: Chairman, Secretary, Vice Chairman and three sub committees:  Health, Education and 

Judges.  It also has people responsible for media announcements and the website. Members of the sub 

committees are permitted to attend the Breed Council meetings, but must speak only on their subject.. 

The Breed Council Rules and Code of Ethics conform to the Kennel Club guidelines, and it has written 

procedures  to make it clear how the Breed Council’s work is carried out. 

 

Sub committees: 

Judges sub committee.  Uniquely, this sub committee has precedence over the Breed Council, as the Ken-

nel Club directs that it has to be made up of at least 70% ‘A’ list judges (those judges who are qualified to give 

Challenge Certificates). They assess the applications that come in.  Currently there are three levels of judges:  ‘C’ 

list for people who have owned a Bulldog for at least five years, and attended a Breed Council seminar. Then ‘B’ list 

for people who have much more experience and then, the ‘A’ list for people who are qualified to award Kennel Club 

challenge certificates. The sub committee representative informs the Breed Council of its decisions, and updates 

the Breed Council judges list. 

Education sub committee. The Education sub committee runs breed specific seminars to ensure judges at 

all levels are educated to the standard required by the Bulldog Breed Council. Currently this sub committee is work-

ing closely  with the Kennel Club to introduce the new Judges Education Programme which is run in conjunction 

with the Breed Council judges lists. Also to provide educational material for all Bulldog Breed Club members and 

those interested in the health and wellbeing of Bulldogs.  The sub committee also ensures breed representation at 

Crufts and Discover Dogs.  They keep the Breed Council rules and protocols updated. 

Health sub committee: The Bulldog Breed Council Health and Breed Standard Conformance Sub -committee 

works in partnership with the Kennel Club  and other professional bodies for the improvement of the breed ’s health. 

The sub committee, in conjunction with the Education sub committee relays news and information on breed health 

to breeders and owners . The sub committee controls the Breed Council Health Certificate, the aims of which are to 

promote and improve the health of the Bulldog by encouraging participation by all owners and promote healthy 

breeding practices in line with KC Guidelines. Enable data collection to monitor current issues of the breed, to com-

pare with the past and to provide evidence of improvement. 

So that is what the Breed Council is.  It  has no authority to discuss personal complaints, but all the mem-

ber breed clubs, (no matter how large or small they are or in which part of the country) have exactly the 

same status within the Breed Council.  It is a discussion forum where decisions can be made, and where 

information can be passed back to the club committees and onto the membership.   

 

It is the glue which sticks all the Bulldog clubs together, and means we can all speak with 

the same voice to protect the interests of this wonderful breed. 
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MERLE 

Although this article has been written about Poodles,  it relates exactly to Bulldogs as well.  : 

Let's talk Merle : 

Cute until pups are born deaf and blind with cardiac and skeletal problems because of the 

Merle pattern. Added to the fact they can have the fatal MDR1 gene from Collies/

Shepherds.  

Sadly this Merle colour is creeping in everywhere and although it 

might look pretty it’s pretty deadly if breeders don’t know what 

they’re doing.  

Some are passing off Poodles as being pure bred Merles now 

too.  

It's NOT pure and never, ever was a pattern in Poodles. That 

means that the Merle gene HAD to be introduced into the Poodle 

via another breed of dog.  

Why introduce a multitude of health issues to a breed like ours?!  

Unethical ‘greeders’ market merles as 100% Poodle, which 

DNA tests are confirming, as well as having them KC Reg-

istered in the past.  

Because no colour testing is required to register, those 

breeders can click Black/White etc and get away with it.  

So for the new merle buyer shown the DNA test saying it's 

100% Poodle and they are KC Registered the new owner 

believes them. What colour do their KC papers state?  

Chances are it'll be Black/White because the UK KC does 

not allow Merle to be registered.  

DNA tests show as being 100% Poodle from about 5 generations but merle is NOT and 

NEVER has been a pure Poodle colour EVER, it's been introduced from another breed, 

usually an Australian Shepherd hence the health issues. 5 Generations prove nothing and 

all the greeders know it.  

Merle's can carry MDR1 which is a genetic blood/brain barrier issue found in herding dogs, 

MDR1 Mutant dogs can be killed by ingesting Ivermectin, a common ingredient found in 

most animal de-wormers so that's also another reason they should be checked. Can you 

imagine selling a puppy only for it to die because of MDR1. It annoys me that breeders can 

and do lie especially when it's something that can be fatal.  
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MERLE 

Thankfully the UK Kennel Club have recently banned registration of Merles and any breeder 

found to have lied will lose their KC Affix and pups, including past litters, will be de-

registered.  

Don't fall for this new fad, don't encourage it by buying one and educate others about this 

dangerous pattern in Poodles, let's not allow our beautiful breed, already with a multitude of 

amazing true colours, to be bastardised with merle like so many others have happened to.  

The other thing to REALLY consider with Poodles and their natural colouring....Cryptic 

(Hidden) Merles.  

Basically Poodles come in Creams and Apricots so 'if' a pale merle was born you might not 

notice it was actually merle, you might think Cream.  

If that was bred to another merle (Double merle or Lethal white) you then have deaf and 

blind pups.  

It also doesn't necessarily hide in Creams, there could be a tiny white spot that looks white 

on a Black but could in fact also be a Merle. That's another reason why it's just so danger-

ous to be brought into our breed where it wasn't there in the first place.  

So what if the original Merle breeder does the tests can they guarantee a buyer will, if they 

breed, maybe accidently, with another merle?  

So they, the original breeder, have introduced a colour that can, in the future if bred by 

someone with no knowledge, cause deaf and blind pups.  

Imagine doing that to your dog's progeny because that's exactly what they are doing!   Imag-

ine allowing for deaf and blind pups all because of a new trend and money?!  

Why should you care, if you are just buying a pretty pup, with no intention of breeding?  

By buying this pattern puppy it's a similar sentiment to buying a puppy farm puppy, you 

might get lucky and have a lovely pup (even though it is not a purebred Poodle), but you 

have supported someone that is breeding purely for profit, that has no interest in breed 

preservation or bettering the breed.  
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Registration of dogs of 
merle colouring 

 

The Kennel Club has announced that it will no longer accept registration applications for merle-coloured 
dogs in breeds where there is no documented evidence of the colour having been well established over a 
sustained period. 

This decision has been taken by the Board following requests from a number of 
breeds, most recently the Poodle Breed Council, that the Kennel Club disallow 
applications to register merle dogs, including those imported from overseas.   

As merle is not a coat colour recognised as historically occurring in Poodles as 
well as most other breeds, and there is a precedent of refusing registration ap-
plications in at least ten other breeds, the Kennel Club Board has agreed that it 
will not accept the registration of any merle dogs with immediate effect, except 
in those breeds where the colour is well established. 

The breeds in which registration applications for merle animals will continue to 
be accepted are the Australian Shepherd, Beauceron, Bergamasco, Border 
Collie, Cardigan Welsh Corgi, Dachshund (colour known as dapple), Great 
Dane, Long Haired Pyrenean Sheepdog, Rough Collie, Shetland Sheepdog 
and Smooth Collie. 

Merle patterning – patches of lighter colour appearing in the coat – is the result of the 
M gene in the dog.  There are two variants of this gene: M (merle) and m (non-
merle), with merle (M) being dominant to non-merle (m).  In some breeds, the effect 
of the merle allele (M ) is termed ‘dapple’.  Unfortunately, the effects of the merle 
allele (M) are not confined to coat patterning and it is known that there can be 
an increased risk of impaired hearing and sight associated with it, particularly 
in dogs that are homozygous for M (dogs that carry two copies of the M allele). 

Frank Kane, Chairman of the KC Breed Standards and Stud Book Committee, said: 
“There are a number of breeds where merle is a long-standing and commonly-
occurring colour, such as the Cardigan Corgi and Shetland Sheepdog. In these 
breeds there is a great tradition of the successful breeding of merle animals using 
well-established and careful methods. However, in most other breeds there are no 
such traditions and so the Kennel Club has now agreed to reject the registra-
tion of any merle dogs, a measure already taken with breeds such as the Bull 
Terrier, Bulldog and French Bulldog.” 

Dr Tom Lewis, Genetics & Research Manager at the Kennel Club, added: “The causal merle variant is dom-
inant, so shows itself whenever it is present – even as a single copy. Therefore, in most breeds, we know it 
cannot have been present ‘under the radar’, as can be the case for some recessive variants. As a result, 
merle cannot suddenly ‘emerge’ in a breed after many years. This is why the Kennel Club is able to take 
this position in relation to merle as the situation is relatively straightforward, unlike in the vast majority of 
other colours.” 

The Kennel Club continues to work alongside breed clubs and councils in a collaborative effort to encour-

age the general improvement of dogs. 
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Are Bulldogs Smart Dogs?  
Here’s Why They Rank Low For Intelligence 

 

Bulldogs are medium-sized friendly dogs with a calm demeanour yet a 

courageous personality.  

Their goofy smiles and carefree attitude give them the appearance of 

an unintelligent dog. But are they really more intelligent than we give 

them credit for?  

So, are Bulldogs smart?  

Bulldogs aren’t very smart dogs, that is, if you’re measuring IQ with 

obedience & working intelligence. In fact, they’re ranked the 136th 

smartest breed (out of 138).  

But obedience isn’t everything.  

Bulldogs tend to learn from their previous experiences while showing 

the ability to learn for themselves.  

In reality, they are unfairly labelled as “dumb dogs.”  

There’s more to dog intelligence than just obedience training and work 

ethic.  

Bulldogs are a classic example of how intelligent dogs are misunderstood and branded as dumb simply 

because they don’t care to do your bidding.  

That said, let’s explore what actually makes Bulldogs smart.  

Bulldogs are some of the least intelligent dog breeds according to the “experts.” Though we don’t      

necessarily agree with their research methods, it’s important to understand how they came to their    

conclusion.  

The smartest dog breeds list had been developed and is largely credited to renowned Ph.D canine    

psychologist and researcher, Stanley Coren.  

In his intelligence trials, he measured just one component of dog intelligence, called obedience and 

working intelligence.  

This type of intelligence essentially measures how fast a dog learns commands and how well they’re 

able to retain the training. And while it’s not the best measure of dog intelligence, it’s the easiest to    

objectively measure.  

COREN’S DOG INTELLIGENCE CRITERIA 

 
It’s worth noting that Coren had help. He reached out to 199 obedience trial judges from North      

America to not only evaluate, but also rank dog breeds based on his specific criteria. With this data,  

Coren published his infamous book and list of the most intelligent dogs. 

 

I found this to be a really interesting article, and explained some anecdotal observations I had heard. 

Don’t be offended by the beginning, it is worth reading through to the conclusion. Ed 

https://thesmartcanine.com/dog-breeds/smartest-dog-breeds-list/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanley_Coren
https://amzn.to/2HmRhV2
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His criteria was as follows: 

1. The number of repetitions needed for a dog breed to learn a new command. Dogs that  required 
fewer repetitions were considered more intelligent. 

2. The success rate that a dog will obey a known command on the first attempt. 
Those with a  higher success rate ranked higher on Coren’s list. 

There are a few inherent flaws to point out.  

First of all, not every dog breed participated in Coren’s intelligence trials. Only dog 
breeds recognized by the American Kennel Club and/or Canadian Kennel Club     
participated in the trials. Of course, the English Bulldog is recognized by both. 

Among the participants, only dog breeds that received at least 100 evalua-

tions qualified for Coren’s final list of smartest dogs. This meant that rarer dog 

breeds that didn’t reach the minimum evaluations were left out of the final rankings. 

This wasn’t a problem for the popular Bulldog though. 

HOW THE BULLDOG PERFORMED 

 
As you may already know, the Bulldog performed extremely poorly during Coren’s intelligence trials. In fact, 

only two dog breeds performed worse – the Afghan Hound and Basenji. This meant that Bulldogs came in 

as the 136th most intelligent breed out of 138 breeds. 

Consequently, Bulldogs were put in the lowest degree of intelligence group with 10 other dog breeds. For 
reference, the Mastiff, Beagle, Shih Tzu, Pekingese, Chow Chow and Bloodhound are also in this group. In 
reality, it’s not a bad group of company to be with. 

But what exactly does this mean for the Bulldog? Dog breeds in this intelligence group need at least 80 
repetitions to learn a new unknown command.  

Typically, a Bulldog may require between 80 and 100 repetitions. This means that it could take an entire 
day to teach a Bulldog a command. 

However, Bulldogs may not be the most obedient dogs either. (!) 

According to Coren’s trials, Bulldogs are able to obey a known command on the first try with a 25% or 

lower success rate. This may seem low, but it could be for a few reasons which we’ll explain later. 

BULLDOGS VS. THE SMARTEST DOGS 

 
Bulldogs aren’t the brightest when measuring obedience and working intelligence.  

Now that we know Bulldogs are some of the “least intelligent,” how do they compare to the smartest dog 
breeds in the world? 

On the other side of the spectrum, you have not only the smartest, but also some of the most   popular dog 

breeds in the world. For example, these dogs are your German Shepherds, Golden Retrie 

ers, Rottweilers, Labradors, Poodles and Doberman Pinschers. 

So how well did these smart dogs do? These dog breeds needed fewer than 5 repetitions to learn a new 
command! That makes them at least 16 times faster at learning new commands than the Bulldog. 

Are Bulldogs Smart Dogs?  
Here’s Why They Rank Low For Intelligence 

 

https://thesmartcanine.com/are-beagles-smart/
https://thesmartcanine.com/are-shih-tzus-smart/
https://thesmartcanine.com/are-bloodhounds-smart/
https://thesmartcanine.com/are-german-shepherds-smart/
https://thesmartcanine.com/are-golden-retrievers-smart/
https://thesmartcanine.com/are-golden-retrievers-smart/
https://thesmartcanine.com/are-rottweilers-smart/
https://thesmartcanine.com/are-labradors-smart/
https://thesmartcanine.com/are-poodles-smart/
https://thesmartcanine.com/are-dobermans-smart/
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What’s arguably more impressive is their obedience. These dogs will obey a known command 

on the first try with a 95% or better success rate! They’re undeniably smart and highly   

obedient, at least according to Stanley Coren’s standards. 

WHY BULLDOGS RANK LOW FOR DOG INTELLIGENCE 

 
The current smartest dog breeds list is not perfect. Rather, it’s based on flawed logic and 
tests. It’s very difficult to standardize a dog intelligence test. So while obedience and 
working intelligence is a great place to start, it doesn’t tell the full story of true dog intelli-
gence. 

But because it’s the easiest type of canine intelligence to objectively measure, Stanley  
Coren went with that. In the end, Coren’s dog intelligence ranking is essentially based on an 
obedience test. 

EVEN SO, WHY DID BULLDOGS PERFORM SO POORLY DURING COREN’S TRIALS? 

 

THE STUBBORN BULLDOG 

 
Make no mistake,  Bulldogs are very stubborn dogs.  

I Heart Dogs ranked them the 2nd most stubborn dog breed of all time. Most Bully owners will 
tell you the same thing.  

But how did stubbornness lead to poor results in Coren’s intelligence trials? 

I mean – wouldn’t it make sense that a stubborn dog performed poorly on an obedience test?  

Stubborn dogs tend to do whatever they want. If they’re simply not feeling like doing obedi-
ence training, they’ll just do their own thing. 

In fact, other low-performing dog breeds are notoriously stubborn too. It’s no coincidence that 

the worst performing dogs happen to be the most stubborn.  

And just because your Bulldog doesn’t obey you, doesn’t mean the dog did not under-

stand you. Keep that in mind. 

STRONG-WILLED & INDEPENDENT 

 
Bulldogs are known for being strong– 
willed and independent-minded dogs. They aren’t a 
dog that’ll easily bend over backwards for the owner. 
Hence, why they probably failed the obedience part of 
the test. 

However, that doesn’t mean they aren’t affectionate 
and loving dogs. They just know what they want and 
are determined to stick with their plan no matter 
what you (the owner) may say. 

Are Bulldogs Smart Dogs?  
Here’s Why They Rank Low For Intelligence 

 

https://iheartdogs.com/the-10-most-stubborn-dog-breeds/
https://www.petcarerx.com/article/behavior-of-a-bulldog/284
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If a Bulldog didn’t want to do obedience training in that very moment, you can expect them to show 
little interest despite the trial judges’ best efforts. And given the fact that a stranger gave the      
commands, I would actually be surprised if the Bulldog did obey. 

Plus, it’s unlikely the judges bribed these dogs with treats during Coren’s trials. With that said, it’s 

not at all surprising that a Bulldog would perform so poorly. 

REASONS WHY BULLDOGS ARE SMART 
There are a number of reasons why English Bulldogs are 

smarter than most people give them credit for. Where they lack 

in obedience & working intelligence, they excel in other areas 

and dimensions of dog intelligence. 

According to Stanley Coren, there are three dimensions of   
canine intelligence. The other two being instintive and adaptive 
intelligence. Both of which are just as important (if not 
more so). 

There is a problem with these two other types of intelligence. 

Both components of dog IQ are much more difficult to objec-

tively measure. However, we have plenty of anecdotal          

evidence that suggest Bulldogs tend to score high in these two 

areas of intelligence. 

THE BULL-BAITING INTELLIGENCE IN BULLDOGS 

 
Instinctive intelligence is the dog’s innate ability or natural 
skill. It’s what the dog was developed to do. Nearly all dog 
breeds, including Bulldogs, were initially bred for a specific 
task, job or role. We have retrievers, herders, guard dogs and 
so much more. 

Similarly, Bulldogs were bred for the bloodsport that is, bull-baiting.  

In the past, it was truly a terrible sport in which Bulldogs would taunt the bulls until they became too 
tired. In addition, spectators would bet on the bully that could last the longest in the pit. 

Despite the dark history of the sport, Bulldogs were some of the best bull-baiting dogs in the 

world. No matter how sad and unfortunate, this is their instinctive intelligence. 

But how is this a type of intelligence?  

In the bull baiting ring, there is very little room for error. One swipe or kick and the Bulldog could be 

in a lot of trouble. Knowing how to dodge fatal attacks and timing the pin-down of the bull is all a 

special intelligence found in Bulldogs.  

THE BULLDOG’S ADAPTIVE INTELLIGENCE 

 
On the other hand, adaptive intelligence refers to a dog’s ability to learn for itself.  

This can refer to a dog that’s great at problem solving or capable of learning from previous mistakes 
and experiences. 

Are Bulldogs Smart Dogs?  
Here’s Why They Rank Low For Intelligence 

 

https://www.canidae.com/blog/2010/10/three-types-of-dog-intelligence/
https://thesmartcanine.com/what-bulldogs-bred-for/
https://www.cesarsway.com/the-history-of-bulldogs/
https://thesmartcanine.com/history-of-pitbulls/
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For instance, old Bulldogs that participated in bull-baiting needed to quickly learn how bulls attack and 
swing at the dogs. These Bulldogs had to adapt to the situation in the pit, as it was literally a matter of 
life and death. 

In the end, Bulldogs became great at reading and anticipating the bulls’ actions. And again, the ability 
to learn from past mistakes and experiences is a clear sign of adaptive intelligence in dogs. 

And while instinctive intelligence is roughly the same for all individual dogs within a breed, adaptive 
intelligence can vary quite a bit among dogs of the same breed. While it seems that most Bulldogs 
have high adaptive intelligence, it’s not a guarantee. 

Bulldogs are known to show high adaptive intelligence through their actions. Though there is no 

“scientific” method of measuring this, we have some great stories from real Bulldog owners that      

support our argument. 

One Bulldog owner tells us a story:  

So I put a piece of meat on a plate on the floor. Braddock (Bulldog) wanted it. I said, “We’re going out, 

but I don’t want you to touch that piece of meat, OK?” Braddock knew none of those words. Then we 

circled around the block and Braddock was sitting on the sofa and the meat was untouched.  

Even though this Bulldog didn’t know any of the words his owner just said, he was still able to under-

stand their intentions. This is a clear example of high adaptive intelligence!  

Another owner tells us,  

When my Bully is having one of those lazy days, he never wants to move. But as soon as I open the 

cabinet that holds his treats, he starts sprinting towards me.  

Very quickly, his Bulldog associated the sound produced from opening the cabinet door with the fact 
that there are delicious treats coming. Once again, learning from the past is a definite sign of high 
adaptive intelligence. 

These are just a couple stories of high adaptability and intelligence with Bulldogs. If you ask any    

owner, I’m certain you’ll find a lot of great stories just like these! 

IS YOUR BULLDOG SMART? 

 
In our opinion, the best way to gauge the Bulldog’s true intelligence is by asking the owners them-
selves. The people that spend the most time with these dogs will generally have the most insightful 
feedback. 

With that said, we surveyed the popular Bulldog Subreddit and dog forums to ask real Bulldog     

owners this question.  

Here’s what they had to say about their Bulldogs. 

 

Are Bulldogs Smart Dogs?  
Here’s Why They Rank Low For Intelligence 

 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/canine-corner/200907/canine-intelligence-breed-does-matter
https://www.reddit.com/r/Bulldogs/
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Are Bulldogs Smart Dogs?  
Here’s Why They Rank Low For Intelligence 

 

 

REAL OWNER ANSWERS 

 
1. P1ggy says Yes: “One misconception is that English Bulldogs rank near the bottom on the smarts 
chart. We found this to be completely untrue. In fact, we believe they are all just stubborn, and they are 
smart enough to choose what to be stubborn about.“ 

2. Bullys_man says Yes: “Thinking that Bulldogs are dumb dogs is a huge mistake. They are much 
starter than most dogs, they just choose to do what they want.“ 

3. Nastshabast says Yes: “My English Bulldog, Sumo, maybe doesn’t understand the words, but he 
gets the meaning. They’re quite smart dogs.“ 

4. Buddin3 says Yes: “Stubborn is an understatement. They are very smart and bullheaded, but one of 
the most loyal dogs and a lot of fun.“ 

5. Denzitymatter says Yes: “I’ve owned all kinds of dogs, even those that are allegedly the smartest. 
My Bulldog was the best at communicating and understood situations very well. Obedience is another 
thing.“ 

6. Chasmosaur says Yes: “Bulldogs definitely get a rep as being stupid dogs, but it’s just not true. As 

stubborn as a mule, sure, but not stupid.” 

7. Twelvetwentyseven says No: “She isn’t the smartest dog, but she is so sweet. All she wants is pets 
and treats.“ 

8. Systemsrdown says Yes: “Bulldogs are great at understanding what you mean, but they are        
perceived as dumb because they don’t always do what you want. It’s unfair and wrong…Bulldogs are 
SMART!” 

9. Chasmosaur says Yes: “Bulldogs are not stupid dogs. They are stubborn dogs. World of difference 

  And just a warning, the stubborn increases as they age. 

Author: Richard Jeng 
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Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club Annual 
Recognition Awards  

SATURDAY 30TH OCTOBER 2021 

Following the CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

 

Tickets now available to book for the Awards Evening at £35 per person which will in-
clude a 3 course dinner with Prosecco on arrival 

Tickets can be booked via Emma Simpson Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club   
Secretary 

Payment for them (as friends only) through PayPal to mcbcawards1897@aol.com  

Venue:  Holiday Inn Wood Lane, Beechwood Runcorn Cheshire  

Book Hotel Rooms 

The code that your guests need to quote is BC1  

This can be done by calling 03333 209 350 option 1 give the ref BC1  
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A Day In The Life Of A Celebrity Bulldog! (No 2) 

 

Hello Bulldoggers, Welcome to No 2 in the Series… 

We hope you are enjoying our section. 

 

This month I would like to share some more barking mad times we have with the Bulldogs as well 

as help with your first steps to making your Bulldog a Star! 

 

Defending the Bulldog! 

When the Boss rings (AKA Vicky Collins Nattrass) saying the press are having a go at Bulldogs, 

they want to cross breed them, can you be in London tomorrow morning for the Jeremy Vine Show 

with 2 Bulldogs and Take no Prisoners!  Yes Maam!   

There we are getting them show ready for a fight with Jeremy Vine!  From Dover to London on a 
Monday morning is not fun!  We made it by the skin of our teeth and rushed up to the studio!  A 
few deep breaths, and ready for a fight!  

Well, “Jezza” as I kept calling him, was putty in my hands and so were his production team, they all 
fell in love with the Bulldogs immediately.  I think the best line was “Jezza” babes, if I wanted a 
sporting Dog, I would have got a Greyhound love”!   
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A Day In The Life Of A Celebrity Bulldog! (No 2) 

The other lady who was moaning that Bulldogs should 
be crossbreed was also smitten and I soon put her in her 
place with why the Bulldog is the best Dog ever and this 
is why they are our nation’s emblem and mascot…..   
obviously you cannot argue with that, so we won this 
fight!! 

They say you get your rewards in heaven, well my      
reward was walking out the Studio and tripping up    
Peter Andre with the Bulldogs!  Luckily, he just loves 
Bulldogs and spent loads of time fussing and kissing 
them and me!  I was a one happy Lady!  
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A Day In The Life Of A Celebrity Bulldog! (No 2) 

How to Make your Bulldog a STAR! 

 

There are many things you can do and we will discuss through the episodes but first of all is 

basic training.  Sit, Stay, Down, Walk, Come, often for photoshoots you will be asked to do at 

least one of these.   

Cleanliness is next to Godliness!  Keep those faces and paws spotless.  The worst thing is when 

they are all clean and studio floor is not!  They end up with dirty paws! 

Practice makes perfect, take photos yourself on different backgrounds with different styles and 
poses.  Most camera phones are so good now you really do not need an expensive camera. 

I am not the best at taking photos, but I       
always try to be at eye level and capture your 
Bulldog expressions.  This is King’s “why” 
Mum pose!   

Find yourself a really good local Dog or   
Animal photographer who sells photos to 
the Press & Media.  They must be able to 
capture the funny photos as well as Bulldog 
Poses.  Look at their website and ensure 
they are right for you and your Bulldog.  
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A Day In The Life Of A Celebrity Bulldog! (No 2) 

I always try to keep studio time to a minimum as the lights can be hot and the flash can make 

a popping noise that not all babies are comfortable with.  Try 15 minutes then maybe swap for 

another Dog or a short break.  Always think about what they are going through are they happy 

are they enjoying it?  

A nice bit of dried Apricot is quick and easy for a treat. 

They have to enjoy having their photo taken, so keep on practising.  We do have the most photogenic 
breed (off course I am biased) so let’s show them off in the media.  The more positive Media coverage 
we have the better. 

Now you are building a lovely portfolio of photos, so you need to get them in the media.   

It’s always a great idea to start with local press.   

The press really love a Bulldog Story and Photo.   

It could be you are raising money for a local Charity, or you won a Local Dog Show, or you are cele-
brating a National Day like St George’s Day.   

Give them a few days notice to your event (sometimes they will send a Photographer to you).  
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A Day In The Life Of A Celebrity Bulldog! (No 2) 

I think this when the local paper wanted to know 
how we were celebrating the football!   

“Show the Bulldog Spirit”  

Once you get known you will find the Media will 
contact you on a regular basis.   

From there you can get picked up by a National 
News Paper and a lot more. 

A different kind of Gig! 

Talking about be “Show Ready,” here we are on a top-secret mission in St James Park, London.   

It had just been raining and we could not park anywhere near the park, so off we marched - try-
ing to find a bridge and people hiding behind a big bush!   

When we finally found the people, poor King has been stopped, fussed and had wet paws.  Now 
we had to wait in a bush for the whistle!  

Well .. during this wait King had his face in the mud by the bush at least 3 times!  Out with the 
wet wipes!   

Then the Whistle blew, we quickly tied a Tiffany bag to Kings Collar and walked up to a Bulldog 
Lover who was cooing over King.   

I then gave his lead to her and said “There is a pressie in the bag for you”.  I then had to walk off 
leaving King there!  She was completely confused but opened the bright blue Tiffany bag and 
then the Marriage Proposal came!   
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A Day In The Life Of A Celebrity Bulldog! (No 2) 

What a fantastic gig!   

Not only something we had never done before but what 
a lovely thing to do for a Bulldog Lover! 

Celebrity Gossip 

This Month we have been invited to:- 

PAAWstival 2021 Awards Ceremony in London. 

Integrity Awards in London with the lovely Sandi Boggle from 
Gogglebox 

I will also hopefully be interviewing some Celebrities with Bull-

dogs, for a new podcast we are trying out for my production 

company, keep all paws crossed for this! 

 

I will leave you with this. 

A lovely photo of King and his Sister     
Adorabull that someone used for a poster.  

How wonderful is this! 

With thanks to Karen Chamberlain for this 

lovely article. 
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The Bulldog Breed Council DVD is available through 

the website. 

An educational film  explaining  all the points in the 

Bulldog Breed Standard. 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

 

 

Join the Bulldog Breed Council Education Facebook Group:   

EDUCATION STATION 

The Bulldog Breed Council Education sub committee has set up the Education Station 

Whether you wish to show your Bulldog or have him at home as the beloved pet,  socialisation and 

training are essential. 

You will probably find puppy socialisation classes advertised at your vet’s surgery, so do go and have 

fun with other puppies. 

You can find local dog training classes on the Kennel Club website www.thekennelclub.co.uk   

Also, why not join your local Bulldog Club.  Go to the Bulldog Breed Council website 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk—under Contacts you will find the contact details of all the Club Secre-

taries. 
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Have you  ever considered Rescue and maybe rehoming a 

Bulldog. 

 

We have 2 Bulldog Rescue Charities:  

 

Bulldog Rescue  

 

Both of these charities do amazing work on behalf of the Bulldog Breed. Unfortunately this year, 

their fund raising activities have been severely disrupted due to the Covid pandemic. 

For details on how to contact them, or to make a donation, please go directly to 

their websites. 

Do you need specific advice about a condition or problem your bulldog displays? 

Bulldog Rescue are putting together a Bulldog Guide, aimed primarily at those that adopt 
dogs from us with specific issues, it's hoped that this section of our web site will go a long way to 
help all bulldog owners around the world. This Free Guide will be updated with articles on a regu-
lar basis and we want to know what you want to know. 

In the pipleline 

 Living with an epileptic Bulldog 

 Living with an incontinent Bulldog 

 Our Guide to avoid your dog being stolen 
 
What would you like to add? Just go to the Bulldog Rescue site, and let them know. 


